
 
 
 
  
The ‘Intelligent’ Rust Solution from Owatrol  by B C Igoe 
 
As you know, there are many kinds of rust ‘cures’ available ranging from well known to 
lesser known brands, all claiming to be ‘the cure’ but as you and everybody else knows,  
without exception they all deliver very disappointing results. 
 
Why? Because not one of them deal with the real reason of why rust breaks out again and 
again… none of them with the exception of Owatrol Oil that is. 
 
How does Owatrol Oil work where all the others fail?  
Rust is a red or brown oxide coating on iron or steel caused by the action of oxygen and 
moisture. Moisture and oxygen, the primary components could also be described as ‘rust 
food’. Owatrol works in a totally unique way by removing the food thereby stopping the 
rust in its tracks. 
Consider this example of what would be described as a difficult job to deal with. 
 
(pic) 
It is part of a steel structure comprising of three different overlapping sections held 
together by a bolt and nut in the centre. 
 
If you had to treat this particular section, your choices would be for example…wire 
brushing, shot blasting, scraping, all of which would prepare the visible steel very well 
for priming and subsequent painting. In a worse scenario, heavy rust scale deposits would 
also have to be removed. However the real problem (trapped moisture and oxygen / rust 
food) which no conventional preparation will deal with, remain trapped inside the 
overlapping steel sections, and irrespective of how well you prepare and treat all the 
visible areas… the hidden rust food will inevitably burst out in rust in a matter of a few 
months and you are back to square one. 
 
Please look closely at the above picture again and note how, when some Owatrol Oil was 
applied into the top of the joint, it penetrated down in between the steel sections emerging 
out beside the nut in the middle and again at the bottom. Therin lies the ‘secret’ of how 
Owatrol Oil works when all others fail 
. 
 
Here’s how Owatrol actually works. Owatrol is extremely penetrating and when applied 
to rust, even the worst case scenario of heavy rust scaling, the Owatrol oil will penetrate 
all the way in to the ‘good steel’ at the back. It will also penetrate the most minute 
pinhole and down between joints in the steel where nothing else will go except water and 
oxygen. As a matter of interest Owatrol Oil is much ‘wetter’ than even water which 
means it will penetrate into places that even water cannot get into! 



Owatrol even forces OUT all traces of moisture and oxygen from the rusts pores and 
takes their place forming a tough, flexible film or membrane which prevents the return of 
the moisture and oxygen for years to come. Eventually, with the expansion and 
contraction of the steel from heat and cold this barrier will begin to breakdown . 
 
Another very good analogy to explain exactly how Owatrol oil works inside rust pores is 
to imagine your bathroom mirror after a shower and you will observe it gets fogged up 
but yet it clings there and does not run down the glass because it is not heavy enough. 
However, if you rub your finger along from one side to the other, you will ‘gather up’ 
enough ‘fog’ to collect a few water droplets which will then run down the glass because 
they are heavy enough fall down. This is exactly how Owatrol Oil works inside the rust’s 
pores. It pushes along all the trapped moisture and oxygen right out of the rust and takes 
its place ensuring they will not get back in for a long time to come. Note: Even when the 
steel looks dry in good weather, rest assured moisture and oxygen are usually still hidden 
inside the rust pores and continue to feed. 
 
How to get the best results in rust treatment with Owatrol Oil 
* Land based rusted steel will be less likely to contain dried out salt deposits, therefore 
leave out step 1 below. 
 
In all cases, we recommend total saturation of the steel first with Owatrol Oil to assist the 
de-scaling process (if necessary / see below) and expel moisture and oxygen from the 
steel’s pores and joints. 
After de-scaling (only necessary where heavy rust scale exists, tight rust need not be de-
scaled or scraped etc)  
 
Note: Depending on what kind of paint you wish to use later, i.e. alkyd / oil based, 
Owatrol Aluminium RA85, 2 packs, or strong solvent based etc, you may or may not 
need to apply Owatrol CIP (Corrosion inhibiting primer).  
 
Trawlers etc, bad rust scale etc with intention to finish with 2k paints etc. 
1. power wash with fresh water to ensure all salt gone 
2. when dry(ish) saturate with Owatrol oil and leave a few hours even a day       
  or two.  (this squeezes all moisture & oxygen out of the rust pores and takes their place.) 
3. with a simple scraper, remove all 'loosened' scale and sweep away. 
4. when dry, over coat thoroughly with Owatrol CIP (acts as 'bridge' between Owatrol oil   
   and 2k paints) and allow to dry 
    (2k paints, Aluminium etc directly on top of Owatrol oil will not work / react... hence  
    CIP in between) 
5. When CIP dry... apply the 2k paint, two coats is best. 
  
Trawlers, Boat Trailers etc, bad rust scale etc with intention to finish with OIL 
based paints. 
1. power wash with fresh water to ensure all salt gone 
2. when dry(ish) saturate with Owatrol oil  and leave a few hours even a day or two.    
    (this squeezes all moisture & oxygen out of the rust pores and takes their place.) 



3. with a simple scraper, remove all 'loosened' scale and sweep away. 
4. Mix in about 25% Owatrol oil into any oil based Metal Primer and apply 
    (Owatrol will make primer go into places it otherwise would not go and help protection    
    layer. 
4. mix in about 10 - 15% Owatrol Oil into any OIL based gloss etc and apply a coat or  
   two.     >> (Do NOT use white spirit in same mix as is pointless) << 
  
Boat Trailers, machinery, railings etc with bad rust scale with intention to finish in 
Owatrol Aluminium 
1. power wash with fresh water to ensure all salt gone (marine applications only) 
2. when dry(ish) saturate with Owatrol oil and leave a few hours even a day or two. 
   (this squeezes all moisture & oxygen out of the rust pores and takes their place.) 
3. with a simple scraper, remove all 'loosened' scale and sweep away. 
4. when dry, apply 2 or 3 coats of Owatrol Aluminium (allow for slower than normal   
    drying, remember it dries slower but remains very flexible to expand and contract with   
    the steel movement in different temperatures.) 
 


